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Blood Is Already Pouring in Poland!
Let’s Hurry to the Rescue - The Homeland Is Endangered!

Before we resume the activities of Sejm (a lower house of the Senate) taking place every four years, and in the 
meantime working on what is necessary – we ought to remind ourselves the main reason of establishing our 
Polish Women Alliance in America, looking at what we do right and what needs to be improved. 

Yes…here we are, in the same position again. For half a century, Poles in this country constantly worked, prayed, 
and paid patriotic tribute to liberate Poland from the abyss of its partitioners. God heard the prayers, gave back 
our Poland, but today the lid is lifted again over its abyss…

A Miracle Over the Baltic Sea Is Nearby.

The whole world debates about Poland. The greatest allies’ powers stand by her side. Will these doctors be 
able to save Poland from destruction? Poland itself is full of life, with younger generations eager to save it, to 
raise it triumphantly to the highest pedestals, but is it finally necessary for the whole world to tremble for its 
TOMORROW again, because Germany is eager to expand its borders at the expense of Poland? Is it necessary to 
hang a swastika on the land of the White Eagle, which today does not forbid anyone to walk peacefully through 
it and even to start living there, if one behaves properly and does no harm to anyone!

Naturally, most likely we are not able to tell our readers anything more than what the press has already 
extensively discussed and various dignitaries experts in political strategy have discussed and decided, and yet 
simple reason shows that even if this small piece of land, over which there is controversy, was ultimately given to 
the Hun, the question is whether it would not only be a further incentive to make more and more concessions, 
all the way to the Black Sea.

In this game for the supremacy of the world, you can see how big industry sometimes acts when it wants to 
remove competition and establish a monopoly. This is what Hitler and Mussolini are aiming for, with the help 
of Muscovites, to reign over the whole world, and perhaps in the end, a game would be played out between the 
strongest for further power.

This gives us at least a miniature idea of what can happen in the future years, but why should free people suffer 
such a strain, why should humanity ache, when nothing else is at stake here, only power, the superiority of one 
over the other.

In this age, war is one of the worst oppressors of man on earth, and it is caused by unreasonable jealousy, greed, 
and the desire for power.

Everyone’s heart boils with wrath, and although peace, disarmament, would be the most effective prescription 
and the only humane solution, this pest must be tamed once and for all and nobody can get out of its way, 
because it’s a boorish unstoppable in its whims and would continue to roam. He had already declared war, 
because they didn’t want to act differently, but his decree was not, let’s say, enthusiastic; neither was it applauded 
by the diplomats of the military generals.

Why shouldn’t the Polish nation have the same rights of freedom and its land, granted to it by the League of 
Nations, not as a gift, but as a reimbursement for the stolen property by the partition of three 18th-century 
invaders? This centuries-old achievements, monuments, culture nurtured with tradition, ennobled with heroes’ 



blood is a great history that enriched the world.

Usually, in the times of great misfortunes, The Providence sends a Guardian Angel, gives friends who will aid 
the unfortunate with help. Well, even in this terrible moment, Poland is not orphaned, because it has strong 
allies behind it - England and France. These two allies possess greater physical and material strength than Hitler 
and Mussolini. Let us also remember that it was not Germany but Hitler as a dictator who started the war with 
Poland.

Therefore, what are we talking about? Mainly about funds. Poland cannot win the war without money because a 
hungry soldier isn’t capable to fight. Poland needs money to feed its strong several-million troops army, as well 
as all those who stay at home. These people must have evidence of our feelings to morally sustain their existence. 
Therefore, hearts should be opened, full handfuls of money should follow.

Sejms are coming, the key to the hearts of the noble people who can see the size of the atrocities of the unjust 
Hitler, so it will be difficult to leave these Sejms without adopting a permanent tax for the duration of this great 
uncertainty.

We know how much poverty prevails in many homes and how sad it is to even think about supporting the brave, 
but times are very hard, Poland has thousands, millions, sympathizers among foreign nations, then us, as well, 
need to share in such terrible times (…).

 (Continued from page 1)
Poland’s fearless stance is to be welcomed with appreciation. This chivalry of the spirit of hetmans from beyond 
the graves echoes in the descendants. Poland cannot put its head under Hitler’s ax to let the Nazi hordes take the 
whole country, or even just a part of it.

The indignation of compatriots born on American soil is as strong as that of those born on their homeland, 
because local Poles are used to a democratic system, they hate dictatorship. Poland should exist in peace (…).

The convening of the Congress of the local Poles is now necessary to limit the rescue operation on a wider scale. 
The POLONIA AMERICAN COUNCIL is already discussing this (…).

Polish blood is gushing. We still have enough people who will be able to lead again the rescue mission, so you 
can’t linger, don’t keep the dollars to yourself, but throw the whole handful because it’s for the rescue and honor 
of our Mother. Much damage has already been done in Poland by the first bombardments, so you can’t think 
about it for too long, because TOMORROW may already be too late (…).


